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Key Points
1. The Beaufort Gyre reversal during winter 2017 drove anomalous sea ice
convergence against the Canadian Arctic in the Beaufort Sea.
2. Deformation transformed an anomalously thin seasonal ice cover into the roughest
and thickest end of winter ice pack in the CryoSat-2 record.
3. Despite being conditioned to limit summer melt, spring dynamics broke up the ice
pack and led to another low ice year in the Beaufort Sea.

Abstract
During winter 2017 the semi-permanent Beaufort High collapsed and the
anticyclonic Beaufort Gyre reversed. The reversal drove eastward ice motion through the
Western Arctic, causing sea ice to converge against Banks Island, and halted the circulation
of multiyear sea ice via the gyre, preventing its replenishment in the Beaufort Sea. Prior to
the reversal, an anomalously thin seasonal ice cover had formed in the Beaufort following
ice-free conditions during September 2016. With the onset of the reversal in January 2017,
convergence drove uncharacteristic dynamic thickening during winter. By the end of March,
despite seasonal ice comprising 97% of the ice cover, the reversal created the thickest,
roughest and most voluminous regional ice cover of the CryoSat-2 record. Within the
Beaufort Sea, previous work has shown that winter ice export can precondition the region
for increased summer ice melt, but that a short reversal during April 2013 contributed to a
reduction in summer ice loss. Hence the deformed ice cover at the end of winter 2017 could
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be expected to limit summer melt. In spite of this, the Beaufort ice cover fell to its fourth
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lowest September area as the gyre re-established during April and divergent ice drift broke
up the pack, negating the reversal’s earlier preconditioning. Our work highlights that
dynamic winter thickening of a regional sea ice cover, for instance during a gyre reversal,
offers the potential to limit summer ice loss, but that dynamic forcing during spring dictates
whether this conditioning carries through to the melt season.
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Plain Language Summary:
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The Beaufort Gyre is a semi-permanent feature that transports sea ice clockwise
from the High Arctic through the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas. Occasionally the Gyre reverses,
transporting sea ice counterclockwise. Historically these reversals only occurred during
summer, but as the arctic changes reversals have become more frequent and more
pronounced, and during winter 2017 the gyre underwent a prolonged reversal. Using a mix
of satellite-based and in situ observations we examine how this reversal affected the ice
cover of the Western Arctic. By altering the patterns of sea ice motion and forcing sea ice in
the Beaufort Sea to converge against the coast, the reversal transformed the ice cover from
an anomalously thin seasonal ice cover in fall to an anomalously thick and rough ice cover
by the end of winter. Theoretically this conditioned the ice cover for limited summer ice
loss. However this was not the case as the ice cover broke up prematurely during spring,
allowing the sun to warm surface waters and melt the ice through the ice-albedo feedback.
By September the ice cover fell to its fourth lowest regional minimum as the Beaufort ice
cover continues to decline.
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1. Introduction:
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The anticyclonic Beaufort Gyre is one of the defining characteristics of the Arctic
Ocean. The Gyre is driven by the semi-permanent Beaufort High (Serreze & Barrett, 2011),
which circulates sea ice anticyclonically (Rigor & Wallace, 2002) and has been accumulating
a large volume of freshwater in the western Arctic (Giles et al., 2012; Andrey Proshutinsky
et al., 2009). Historically the gyre has occasionally reversed for short periods of time as
cyclones passed through the region, causing cyclonic ice drift (Mclaren et al., 1987; Serreze
et al., 1989) and allowing freshwater to be released from the gyre (Manucharyan & Spall,
2016; Meneghello et al., 2018). Generally these reversals have only occurred during
summer, when the mechanically weak and therefore more mobile ice cover was more
responsive to cyclones (LeDrew et al., 1991; Lukovich & Barber, 2006; Mclaren et al., 1987;
Preller & Posey, 1989; Serreze et al., 1989). However, Lukovich and Barber (2006) found
episodic reversals of the Beaufort Gyre throughout the annual cycle from 1979 to 2001,
while Asplin et al., (2009) found that reversals in the Gyre have become more frequent

throughout the year, which they attributed to the mechanical weakening of the Arctic ice
cover. In recent years there have been two pronounced reversals of the Beaufort Gyre
during winter. In 2013 an approximately two-week reversal occurred during April (Babb et
al., 2019) due to a cyclone passing through the region. In 2017 a prolonged reversal
occurred throughout winter because the Beaufort High collapsed and created an anomalous
meridional pressure gradient over the western Arctic (Moore et al., 2018). The 2017
reversal has been attributed to cyclonic intrusions from the North Atlantic that were
facilitated by negative sea ice anomalies in the Barents Sea (Moore et al., 2018). While the
substantial duration of the 2017 reversal was unique within the observational record,
Moore et al., (2018) suggest that as the Arctic ice cover continues to thin and decline in
extent such reversals may become more common and exert a considerable impact on the
physical and biogeochemical processes of the Arctic Ocean.
Reversals of the Beaufort Gyre are of particular interest because they alter the

patterns of sea ice motion and therefore affect the dynamic properties and state of the ice
cover, though the effect of reversals on the ice cover has never been studied in detail.
Additionally, reversals facilitate the release of freshwater from the Gyre, which may have
pronounced impacts on downstream areas such as the North Atlantic by increasing
stratification and limiting deep water formation (Aagaard & Carmack, 1989; Curry &
Mauritzen, 2005; Dickson et al., 1988; Giles et al., 2012). The anomalous atmospheric
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meridional pressure gradient during the 2017 reversal drove eastward ice motion through
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the western Arctic, advecting sea ice against Banks Island (Moore et al., 2018). However,
analysis of how this pronounced reversal affected the ice cover was limited to a brief
interpretation of seasonal outputs from the PIOMAS ice-ocean model (Zhang & Rothrock,
2003), from which ice thickness anomalies in the Beaufort Sea were confounded by
negative ice thickness anomalies throughout the entire Arctic Ocean as a result of long-term
trends (1979 - 2017) towards thinner sea ice (Moore et al., 2018). Previous work on the
impact of reversals on the state of the ice cover is limited, but within the Beaufort Sea there
is scarce but dependable evidence that reversals deform the ice cover. For example,
repeated reversals during winter 1993 were shown to dramatically increase in situ
observations of ice draft over the Beaufort Sea shelf (Melling et al., 2005), while on a
broader scale the transient reversal during April 2013 drove convergent ice drift against the
western coast of the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA) and substantially increased the
regional ice volume (Babb et al., 2019). Following the 2013 event itself, the ice cover
remained consolidated, which delayed spring breakup (Babb et al., 2019). High sea level
pressure over the Beaufort during summer 2013 (Howell et al., 2016) maintained a compact
ice cover throughout summer (Kwok, 2015), limiting regional summer ice loss and
maintaining thicker ice into winter 2014 (Babb et al., 2019; Tilling et al., 2015). Under the
typical anticyclonic pattern of the Beaufort Gyre, sea ice convergence and deformation
occurs further north against the coast of the CAA and northern Greenland (Bourke & Garret,
1987; Kwok, 2015), but when the Gyre reverses sea ice instead converges farther south in
the Beaufort Sea against the west coast of Banks Island. In 2013 convergence of the
Beaufort ice cover against Banks Island during the reversal contributed to a recovery of the
regional ice cover and gave credence to the idea that reversals may condition the ice cover
for reduced summer melt.
The ice cover of the Beaufort Sea is a mix of first year sea ice (FYI) and multiyear sea

ice (MYI), with the Beaufort Gyre typically importing MYI from the central Arctic and
exporting a mix of FYI and MYI westward into the Chukchi Sea (Galley et al., 2013; Howell et
al., 2016). New ice forms throughout winter within narrow leads within the pack ice and in
an extensive coastal flaw lead network along the landfast ice edge (Barber & Hanesiak,
2004; Galley et al., 2012, 2008). Throughout the observational record there has been a
significant negative trend in summer sea ice area within the Beaufort Sea as a result of
enhanced summer melt (Babb et al., 2019; Hutchings & Rigor, 2012), which has transitioned
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the Beaufort Sea from a predominantly MYI cover to a predominantly FYI cover (Galley et
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al., 2016; Maslanik et al., 2011). This transition has amplified since the mid-2000s (Galley et
al., 2016) but can be traced back to a rapid shift towards a younger ice regime during winter
1998 that conditioned the region for its first notable summer minimum (Hutchings & Rigor,
2012; Maslanik et al., 1999). Overall, the younger and thinner ice cover of the Beaufort Sea
has become increasingly mobile (e.g. Babb et al., 2019; Petty, et al., 2016) whereas
historically the ice cover would lock up under internal stress and be relatively quiescent
during winter (Babb et al., 2019). The ice cover of winter 2017 was particularly conditioned
to be mobile after the region had been ice-free during September 2016 for the second time
in five years (Babb et al., 2019).
The occurrence of an ice-free Beaufort Sea during September 2016 was the result of

preconditioning towards younger, thinner ice through enhanced ice export during the prior
winter that created an anomalously thin ice cover that broke up early and melted rapidly
(Babb et al., 2019). Over the following winter of 2017, a large amount of seasonal ice formed
locally in the Beaufort Sea. Here we combine in situ and remotely sensed observations to
examine how the prolonged Beaufort Gyre reversal during winter 2017 converged and
deformed this seasonal ice cover. We then consider the question: do contrasting
mechanisms of winter preconditioning – i.e. ice import, convergence, and dynamic
thickening in 2017 compared to export, divergence, and thin ice in 2016 – have any effect
on the subsequent summer melt period? Similar to 2013, did the convergent conditions of
2017 reduce summer melt and facilitate a recovery of the Beaufort Sea ice pack? We finally
discuss how more frequent reversals of the Beaufort Gyre will impact the ice cover of the
Western Arctic in coming decades.
2. Methods:
2.1 Sea Ice Concentration, Drift, Flux, and Age
Daily fields of sea ice concentration and ice drift from 1979 to 2017 were retrieved

from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). Specifically, the Sea Ice
Concentrations from Nimbus-7 SMMR and DMSP SSIM/I-SSMIS Passive Microwave Data
(Version 1 - Cavalieri et al., 1996; updated 2019), which uses the NASA team algorithm to
extract sea ice concentration at a spatial resolution of 25 km2, were used. In terms of ice
drift, the Polar Pathfinder Daily 25 km EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion Vectors (Version 4 –
Tschudi et al., 2019) were used. Ice concentration fields were used to calculate the daily
regional ice concentration of the Beaufort Sea with regional bounds along 150°W and 75°N
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(black lines Figure 1A). Ice drift and concentration were then used to quantify the daily ice
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flux (Fi – km2 d-1) at 5 km intervals (i) along the western (150°W) and northern (75°N) gates
of the Beaufort Sea (Figure 1) for each day from 1979 to 2017 from the following equation,
Fi = Σ ci ui Δx

(1)

where, ci is the daily sea ice concentration interpolated to each point, ui is the daily ice

velocity component normal to the gate (zonal velocity at the west gate, meridional velocity
at the north gate) interpolated to each point, and Δx is the distance between points along

each gate (5 km). Ice flux through the 10 southern-most points of the western gate were
excluded from the analysis due to the nearest ice drift vectors being flagged for land
contamination. As shown in Babb et al., (2019), this reduced the daily western ice flux by an
average value of 105 km2 and reduced the cumulative monthly ice fluxes by up to 5%,
meaning that ice fluxes across the western gate are likely conservative. The sum of Fi along

each gate is referred to as the western and northern flux, while the sum of these two fluxes
is presented as the net ice transport. Ice fluxes are presented at daily intervals, and as
monthly sums and cumulative sums from the day of regional ice breakup (regional sea ice
concentration <95%; following Babb et al., 2019) to mid-September. Positive fluxes
represent ice import into the Beaufort Sea, whereas negative fluxes represent ice export
from the Beaufort Sea. A net import of sea ice is used to infer convergence of the regional ice
cover, while net ice export infers divergence of the regional ice cover. Following Kwok and
Rothrock (1999), Babb et al., (2019) determined that based on ice drift errors of the Polar
Pathfinder dataset from Sumata et al., (2014) (December to April: σe = 0.873 km/day; May
to October: σe = 1.123 km/day), the uncertainty in ice flux across the northern gate is 52
km2/day during winter and 67 km2/day during summer, and 41 km2/day during winter and

56 km2/day during summer across the western gate. Lastly, ice transport from the
Amundsen Gulf into the Beaufort Sea is not considered, as the Polar Pathfinder dataset does
not resolve ice drift between Cape Bathurst and Banks Island. Therefore, regional estimates
of ice melt are conservative because additional sea ice is typically flushed out of Amundsen
Gulf into the Beaufort Sea early in the melt season (Kwok, 2006).
Gridded pan-Arctic estimates of sea ice age were also retrieved from the NSIDC and

used to explore the broader impact of the reversal on the distribution of MYI in the Arctic
Ocean. The EASE-Grid Sea Ice Age dataset (Version 4 – Tschudi et al., 2019) uses the Polar
Pathfinder ice motion dataset described above to track lagrangian parcels of sea ice at
weekly steps, ageing parcels by one year if sea ice concentration within their corresponding
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grid cell (12.5 km2) remains above 15% throughout the melt season. If sea ice concentration
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in a grid cell falls below 15%, those parcels are assumed to have melted.
2.2 Atmospheric reanalysis
Monthly means of Sea Level Pressure (SLP) and 2-m air temperature were retrieved

from the ERA-5 reanalysis (Copernicus Climate Change Service (C3S), 2017). Seasonal air
temperature anomalies for 2013, 2016 and 2017 were calculated relative to the 1979-2008
climatology.
2.3 Canadian Ice Service Ice Charts
Weekly ice charts from the Canadian Ice Service (CIS) were used to quantify the

regional ice concentration by ice type during the 2016-2017 sea ice season and provide
historic context. Ice charts primarily use Radarsat-2 imagery to delineate different ice
regimes with polygons that present the total concentration and partial concentration
(tenths) of up to three different stages of development according to the World
Meteorological Organizations egg code. The landfast ice edge is denoted in the weekly ice
charts and distinguishes mobile pack ice (maximum total concentration of 9+ -tenths) from
landfast ice (total concentration of 10-tenths). Further details on the processing of the ice
charts and their applicability are discussed in Galley et al., (2016) and Tivy et al., (2011).
2.4 Sea Ice Thickness, Roughness and Volume:
2.4.1 CryoSat-2 and SMOS
Sea ice freeboard and surface roughness (σ) observations were obtained from the

ESA CryoSat-2 satellite, using the Lognormal Altimeter Retracker Model (LARM) algorithm
described in Landy et al. (2020). The LARM algorithm is based on simulations of the
CryoSat-2 waveform performed with a physical model for the SAR altimeter echo
backscattered from sea ice (Landy et al., 2019). The physical echo model accounts for
realistic variations in the radar backscattering properties and sea ice surface roughness, at
the scale of the CryoSat-2 footprint. Modelled echoes are fit to observed ESA Baseline-C
Level 1b CryoSat-2 waveforms with a nonlinear least-squares optimization scheme, solving
for the surface elevation, roughness, radar scattering efficiency, and waveform amplitude.
The sea ice freeboard is estimated from the elevation difference between ice floes and sea
surface height interpolated between leads. Sea ice freeboard distributions obtained with
LARM compare closely to those obtained from coincident airborne data from NASAs
Operation IceBridge (Landy et al., 2020).
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Radar freeboard and surface roughness observations from LARM are sampled onto
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a 25-km EASE-Grid 2 at monthly intervals for October-April 2010-2019. The radar
freeboards are converted to sea ice freeboards, then to estimates for the ice thickness using
snow depth and density fields from SnowModel-LG (Liston et al., 2020; J. Stroeve et al.,
2020). SnowModel-LG is a spatially distributed Lagrangian snow-evolution modeling
system that includes modules for the snow energy budget and snow redistribution into
drifts (Liston et al., 2020). It has been applied to estimate snow depth on sea ice, with
atmospheric reanalysis forcing fields from ERA5 and MERRA2 (J. Stroeve et al., 2020) and
Polar Pathfinder ice motion vectors (Tschudi et al., 2019). Sea ice freeboards are obtained

from the radar freeboards with a snow-depth dependent correction for the delayed radar
wave propagation through snow (Landy et al., 2020). Sea ice thickness is derived from the
buoyancy equation, accounting for different densities of FYI and MYI (Alexandrov et al.,
2010). In regions where the gridded ice thickness is less than 1 meter, we calculate the
weighted mean ice thickness from CryoSat-2 estimates and monthly SMOS thin sea ice
thickness (https://icdc.cen.uni-hamburg.de/1/daten/cryosphere/l3c-smos-sit.html) (TianKunze et al., 2014), with the weights provided by respective data uncertainties (e.g. Ricker
et al., 2017). A comparison between the sea ice thicknesses derived from CryoSat-2 +
SnowModel-LG + SMOS and mean sea ice drafts from the Beaufort Gyre Exploration
Program Upward Looking Sonars (ULS) are shown in Supplementary Figure 1. Sea ice
volume within each pixel is calculated for each month based on the derived ice thickness
and sea ice concentration from the OSI SAF Global Sea Ice Concentration (OSI-401-b)
dataset (Eastwood, 2012). Surface roughness represents the root-mean square height of
macro-scale surface topography within the CryoSat-2 footprint, assuming a lognormal
surface height distribution. Additionally, the fraction of MYI within ice covered grid cells is
provided by the OSI SAF ice type product (Eastwood, 2012) and used to classify grid cells as
either FYI or MYI types.
We then use the CryoSat-2 surface roughness (σ) observations as a guide to

estimate the dynamic versus thermodynamic components of the winter sea ice growth rate.
An increase in ice thickness (h) without the surface roughening indicates thermodynamic

growth, whereas an increase in thickness with roughening indicates dynamic thickening
through pressure ridge formation. The 95th percentile monthly increase in roughness

/

, from the entire 2011-2018 CryoSat-2 record, is assumed to represent fully dynamic

thickening. Gridded

/

values are then scaled between zero and this maximum value
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and multiplied by the monthly ice thickness increases ℎ/

to obtain an estimate for the
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dynamic component of ice growth (dhD). The thermodynamic component of ice growth
(dhTD) is estimated from the residual monthly thickness increase after removing the
dynamic term. This relatively simple analysis will not perfectly determine the exact split
between dynamic and thermodynamic terms; however, their relative differences across the
record provide a useful guide for understanding seasonal/interannual variations in forcing.
2.4.2 Upward Looking Sonar Ice Draft
In situ observations of ice draft were acquired from Mooring D (74°N, -140°W; red

star Figure 1A) of the Beaufort Gyre Exploration Project (BGEP) mooring array which has
been deployed in the Canada Basin since summer 2006 and turned over annually
(Krishfield & Proshutinsky, 2006; Krishfield et al., 2014). The mooring is equipped with an
Upward Looking Sonar (ULS) moored between 20 and 85 m beneath the sea surface and
uses a 420 kHz beam to measure the distance to either the sea surface or the underside of
sea ice (see Krishfield et al., (2014) for the processing technique). At a nominal depth of 50
m the footprint is estimated to be 2 m in diameter. The ULS samples every 2 s, and after
being corrected for tilt and changes in the seawater temperature and salinity, which affect
the speed of sound, the estimated accuracy of each range measurement is better than ±0.1
m (Melling & Riedel, 1995). Data were provided in daily frequency counts (10 cm bins) and
used to calculate monthly ice draft distributions.
2.4.3 Airborne Ice Thickness Surveys
Airborne ice thickness surveys were conducted over the Beaufort Sea on April 2 and

4, 2017 as part of the PAMARCMIP 2017 airborne campaign. The surveys provide in situ
observations of total ice thickness (ice plus snow) immediately following the 2017 reversal.
During an airborne survey an Electromagnetic Bird (EM Bird) is towed below a fixed wing
aircraft at an approximate height of 20 m above the ice surface. A laser altimeter measures
the EM Bird’s altitude above the snow while the distance to the ice-ocean interface is
derived from the measured amplitude and phase of a secondary EM field that is induced in
the conductive seawater by a primary field transmitted by the EM Bird (Haas et al., 2010,
2009). Similar to the ULS, the accuracy over level ice is ±0.1 m (Haas et al., 2009), however
the thickness of ridged ice is underestimated because the diameter of the EM footprint is 3.7
times the instruments altitude (Reid et al., 2006) and is therefore greater than the width of
ridges. Haas and Jochmann (2003) estimate that the thickness of unconsolidated ridges can
be underestimated by up to 50%, which leads to an underestimation of ice thickness along
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the right tail of ice thickness distributions and an overall conservative estimate of regional
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sea ice thickness.
2.4.4 Operation IceBridge – Surface Roughness
NASA’s Operation IceBridge conducted airborne surveys over the Beaufort Sea

during March and April from 2009 to 2019. During these surveys a canonically scanning
laser altimeter known as the Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) collected highresolution elevation measurements over the snow covered sea ice with a vertical accuracy
of 6.6 cm (Martin et al., 2012; Petty, et al., 2016). Surface roughness was derived as the root
mean square of elevation data in 30 m segments along the flight track and distributed as a
Level 2 product through the NSIDC (Data Set ID: ILATM2; Studinger, 2014). The ATM
instrument is known to suffer from an azimuth-angle dependent basis (Yi et al., 2015),
therefore we only consider data along the nadir track to compare roughness measurements
from different years. It is important to note that the ATM measures the roughness of snow
on sea ice; however, we assume that snow and ice roughness are correlated (Landy et al.,
2020).

3. Results:
3.1: Regional sea ice transport and formation
We examine monthly fields of SLP, ice drift and MYI area in the Western Arctic from

November 2016 to April 2017 and provide added context of the daily ice fluxes and
historical comparison of monthly fluxes across the Beaufort’s northern and western gates
(Figure 1). Typical anticyclonic ice motion occurred during November and December 2016
leading to the characteristic import of ice into the Beaufort from the north and export of ice
westward into the Chukchi Sea (Figure 1). Northern import was nearly three and a half
times higher during November 2016 (89,000 km2) than the 30-year climatology (26,400
km2) because of the highly mobile, new ice cover that had formed following ice-free

conditions only two months prior at the end of summer 2016 (Figure 2). However, because
the MYI edge had retreated north of the Beaufort during summer 2016, northern import
during November and December was mainly comprised of new ice and resulted in only a
narrow tongue of MYI extending into the Beaufort by January. During January, the Beaufort
High collapsed leading to a period of pronounced ice import in the first half of January that
was nearly offset by ice export during the second half of January (Figure 1B). This opposing
pattern resulted in a reduced monthly mean field of ice motion and a net ice flux of near 0
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km2 across both the northern and western gates. North of the Beaufort, there was
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pronounced northeastward ice drift, advecting MYI towards and northeastwards along the
CAA. Without a Beaufort High, anomalous ice motion began during February 2017, and
while unusual southeastward ice drift increased northern import by more than 4x the 30year climatology (2017: 51,000 km2; climatology: 12,000 km2) it primarily imported
seasonal ice from beyond the band of MYI located along the CAA. In March, instead of the
typical SLP gradient between the Beaufort High and Aleutian Low driving westward ice
motion in the Beaufort Sea, the SLP gradient had flipped and drove eastward ice motion.
This led to anomalously high western import of seasonal ice from the Chukchi Sea into the
Beaufort Sea (2017: 32,500 km2; climatology: -23,500 km2) and limited the ice flux across

the northern gate to essentially zero. Eastward ice motion compacted MYI throughout the
western Arctic up against the CAA (Figure 1A). With continental North America to the south,
Banks Island to the east and both M’Clure Strait and Amundsen Gulf already containing sea
ice, the anomalous import of 87,000 km2 of sea ice during February and March compared to

the 1979-2008 climatological export of -26,000 km2, caused persistent anomalous
convergence within the regional ice cover. Unlike the period of ice export that offset the first
pronounced period of ice import during January, the two pronounced periods of ice import
in early-February and early-March were followed by limited ice transport that maintained a
compact ice cover (Figure 1B).
Subsequently, the Beaufort High returned during April, driving anticyclonic ice

motion throughout the western Arctic (Figure 1). Northern import was confined to the
eastern Beaufort and aligned with the band of MYI along the CAA, while pronounced
westward ice drift through the southern Beaufort Sea drove extremely high western ice
export (2017: -107,000 km2; climatology: -37,000 km2) during April (Figure 1C). However,

note that western ice export during April 2017 remained considerably lower than the
pronounced flushing events observed in March 2013 (-192,000 km2) and February and

April 2016 (-182,000 and -187,000 km2, respectively; outliers noted by crosses in Figure
1C).
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Figure 1: A) Monthly maps of SLP (lines), ice drift (vector) and MYI areas (blue
shading; NSIDC Ice Age dataset) for November 2016 to April 2017. Note a red star
denotes the location of Mooring D. B) Daily ice flux across the western and northern
gates with the 7-day running mean of net ice flux from November 2016 to April 2017.
C) Monthly box plots of ice flux across the western and northern gates for the 19792016 climatology with the median flux denoted by the red line, blue box denoting the
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interquartiles and whiskers extending to 2.7σ. Outliers are denoted by black crosses.
Fluxes from 2016-2017 are denoted by red circles.
Ice motion within the Beaufort Gyre and the associated import/export of sea ice

through the Beaufort Sea dictates the seasonal evolution of the regional ice cover and how
the ice cover is conditioned for the following melt season. The evolution of the regional ice
cover from ice-free conditions in September 2016 through to summer 2017 is presented in
Figure 2. In September 2016 the region was ice-free, leaving a vast area for new sea ice to
begin forming in early-October. By mid-November a complete ice cover had formed and was
primarily comprised of seasonal ice types that progressed from new ice in October and
November to thin, medium and thick FYI types throughout winter (Figure 2a). A small
percentage of new ice was present during December and January within the Cape Bathurst
polynya flaw lead complex, but declined in coverage as the reversal began in February and
was notably absent from the region during March (Figure 2a).
By the end of March 2017, 97% of the Beaufort ice cover was medium and thick FYI,

as MYI was not replenished within the Beaufort Sea during winter 2016-2017. Historically
the regional MYI concentration has gradually increased following the loss of MYI during
summer (Figure 2B). Even after the first occurrence of an ice-free Beaufort Sea in 2012, the
regional MYI concentration increased through winter 2012-2013 to concentrations during
spring and summer 2013 that were typical of the region since 1998 (Figure 2B). However,
this did not occur through winter 2016-2017. Instead, the northward retreat of the MYI
edge during summer 2016 limited MYI import under anticyclonic ice motion during
November and December 2016. From January to mid-April the regional MYI concentration
remained around 3% (Figure 2A) as a result of the reversal limiting northern import to
approximately 0 km2 during January and March, and importing seasonal ice from the

northeast as opposed to MYI from along the CAA during February (Figure 1).
In April 2017, the return of the Beaufort High and anticyclonic ice drift slowly

increased the regional MYI concentration while also bringing about the return of new ice
within leads in the divergent ice pack and the coastal flaw leads (Figure 2A). New ice
formation maintained a complete ice cover until May when the ice cover broke-up, but new
ice disappeared quickly during May and early-June as the regional ice cover declined.
During July, there was a slight increase in the regional ice cover that was facilitated by an
increase in MYI coverage (Figure 2B). From an annual peak of 12% in early August, MYI
concentration slightly declined during August and September, but the loss of FYI was much
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greater and ultimately by mid-September 2017 the total regional ice concentration fell to
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15%, the fourth lowest of the satellite record (Figure 2C). From 1984 to 2017 there was a
significant (p < 0.05) negative trend of -11.2%/decade in September sea ice concentration
within the Beaufort Sea that was capped off by the four lowest concentrations within the
record occurring between 2012 and 2017.

Figure 2: A) Seasonal evolution of the Beaufort ice cover (< 75°N; 150°W – 120°W) by
ice type from September 2016 to October 2017. B) Monthly mean MYI concentration
during the 2016-2017 ice season, 2012-2013 ice season, and the 1983-1997 and 19982016 means. C) 1984-2017 time series of regional sea ice area by ice type during midSeptember, with the annual trend.
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3.2 Regional sea ice thickness and roughness
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Beyond tracking the types of ice present within the Beaufort, monthly remotely
sensed fields of ice thickness and roughness provide a three-dimensional view of the
evolution of the ice cover from November 2016 to April 2017 (Figure 3; Table 1). During
November the absence of MYI and prevalence of new and thin FYI lead to a fairly
homogenous and relatively smooth (regional mean roughness:

= 0.05 m) ice cover

throughout the Beaufort with a regional mean thickness (ℎ ) of 0.54 m and negative ice
thickness anomalies throughout the northern portion of the region that is typically covered
by MYI (Figure 3). The ice cover grew thicker through December (ℎ = 0.95 m) with negative
ice thickness anomalies throughout the region except for a small area of positive ice
thickness anomalies in the northeast where MYI had been imported. This area of positive
ice thickness anomalies expanded throughout the eastern Beaufort during January as sea
ice converged against the CAA in the first half of the month, causing sea ice roughness to
increase and flipping the regional mean ice thickness anomaly from -0.09 m in December to
+0.20 m in January (Table 1). Anomalous ice import and convergence in February spread
positive ice thickness anomalies throughout the Beaufort and further amplified the
formation of a rougher ice cover. Continued ice import through March drove further
convergence that grew the ice cover to an annual peak thickness of 2.01 m, which is 0.41 m
greater than the 2011-2018 mean, and created an ice cover that was twice as rough as the
2011-2018 mean with positive ice thickness anomalies throughout a majority of the
Beaufort. As the Gyre re-established itself during April ice was exported from the Beaufort,
causing the ice to divergence and thereby reducing the mean regional ice thickness (ℎ =

1.83 m) and ice thickness anomalies, though vast areas of rough sea ice remained in the
southern and eastern Beaufort (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Monthly fields of sea ice thickness (left column), thickness anomalies relative
to the 2010-2011 to 2015-2016 mean (middle column) and roughness (right column)
in the Beaufort Sea from November 2016 to April 2017.
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Table 1: Monthly regional mean ice thickness (hi), and roughness ( ) from November
2016 to April 2017, with the monthly means from the Cryosat-2 record and associated
anomalies (∆ℎ and ∆ ) during winter 2016-2017.
∆
(m)
∆
November
0.54
0.72
-0.18 (-25%
0.050
0.066 -0.016 (-24%)
December
0.95
1.04
-0.09 (-9%)
0.067
0.075 -0.008 (-11%)
January
1.40
1.20 +0.20 (17%) 0.094
0.070 +0.024 (24%)
February
1.76
1.43 +0.33 (23%) 0.119
0.076 +0.043 (57%)
March
2.01
1.60 +0.41 (26%) 0.157
0.079 +0.078 (99%)
April
1.83
1.71
+0.12 (7%)
0.143
0.084 +0.060 (71%)
Our estimate of the split between dynamic and thermodynamic sea ice growth

(Figure 4) indicates that increased ice thickness and roughness during January, February
and March 2017 was the result of enhanced dynamic growth (dhD: 0.20, 0.16 and 0.12 m,

respectively) through convergent ice drift. Typically, at this time of year dynamic growth is
limited (2011-2018 monthly mean dhD: 0.05, 0.07 and 0.05 m, respectively) and

thermodynamic growth dictates the monthly change in regional ice thickness (Figure 4).
Since winter 2010-2011, dynamic ice growth has typically been greatest in November and
December, particularly in 2012 and 2016 when a predominantly seasonal ice cover formed
following ice-free conditions, and decreased through winter as the thicker ice cover became
less mobile. However, dynamic growth persisted throughout winter 2016-2017 and
accounted for approximately half of the regional ice growth from October to March (20162017 hD = 0.96 m, h = 1.91 m). This is 61% greater than the 2011-2018 mean winter
dynamic growth of 0.55 m and, in conjunction with slightly elevated thermodynamic growth
(2016-2017 dhTD: 0.95 m; 2011-2018 ℎ

: 0.83m), led to the greatest seasonal ice growth

within the Beaufort Sea (1.91 m). Even though the ice cover was anomalously thin in
October, and thinned during April, a month when ice growth is highly variable, the regional
ice thickness during March was the greatest of the CryoSat-2 record (ℎ = 2.01 m; Figure 4;
Table 1).
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Figure 4: Monthly estimates of the dynamic and thermodynamic contributions to the
change in mean regional ice thickness. The November to March sum is presented for
each winter.
As a result of enhanced dynamic ice growth during the reversal, by March the

regional ice cover was twice as rough as the average in the CryoSat-2 record (2017:

m; 2011-2018 mean:

= 0.16

= 0.08 m; Figure 5; Table 2). This is in spite of the fact that MYI was

confined to a narrow band near Banks Island (note the MYI edge differs slightly between the
ice charts in Figure 5 and NSIDC ice age in Figure 1), making for a predominantly seasonal
ice cover, which is generally smoother than MYI (Figure 5; Table 2; Petty, et al., 2016).
Segmenting the roughness by ice type reveals that FYI during March 2017 was over twice
the roughness of FYI during the other 7-years of the CryoSat-2 record and was in fact 50%
rougher than average MYI during the others years (Table 2). Ultimately the 2016-2017
regional ice cover evolved from a -25% ice volume anomaly in November 2016 (November
2016: 228 km3, 2010-2017 mean: 305 km3) to a +23% anomaly in March 2017 (March

2017: 965 km3, 2011-2018 mean: 782 km3) at which time it had the greatest regional sea

ice volume within the CryoSat-2 record.
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Figure 5: Sea ice roughness during March from 2011-2018 in the Beaufort Sea with the
MYI ice edge (5-tenths) from the last ice chart of March overlaid in red. Note that there
is some discrepancy between the MYI edge in Figure 1, which is derived from
lagrangian tracking of ice parcels, compared to the MYI edge provided in weekly ice
charts derived from Radarsat-2.
Table 2: Regional mean ice roughness during March from 2011-2018 and the
climatological mean. The last two columns differentiate roughness between FYI and
MYI dominated areas within the Beaufort Sea.
FYI

2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
Climatology

0.077
0.085
0.074
0.083
0.090
0.065
0.157
0.079
0.079

0.071
0.083
0.074
0.075
0.082
0.062
0.140
0.079
0.075

MYI

0.098
0.092
0.092
0.092
0.103
0.092
0.193
0.085
0.940

3.3 In situ observations of ice thickness and roughness
In situ observations of the Beaufort ice pack provide more detail on the evolution of

the ice cover through the 2016-2017 sea ice season and clarify how the reversal affected the
ice cover. Observations of ice draft from Mooring D in the northwestern Beaufort Sea (red
star - Figure 1A) highlights the monthly evolution of the ice cover from the onset of ice
formation in October 2016 through to the end of the ice-covered season in July 2017 (Figure
6A; Table 3). The monthly modal draft increased from thin ice (0.35 m) in October to a peak
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the modal ice draft declined during July (Figure 6A; Table 3). Monthly modes were below
the historic modes throughout the 2016-2017 sea ice season (Table 3), whereas the
monthly mean draft was 0.62 m thinner than the historic mean during November, but
exceeded the historic mean by 0.05 m during the peak of the reversal in March. The
presence of open water and thin ice (drafts < 0.5 m) declined from 83% of the observations
in November to 18% during January, 7% during February and down to 2% during March
(Table 3), while at the same time, drafts > 2.5 m increased from 0% in November to 4% in
January, 6% in February and 18% in March (Figure 6A). Relative to the previous decade of
observations at Mooring D, January 2017 was notably thinner than all other years except for
2013, which also followed an ice-free September and features a similarly shallow right tail
of the distribution (Figure 6B). While the modal draft remained low relative to previous
years during February and March, the presence of deeper drafts along the right tail
increased (Figure 6C and 6D). By March the right tail was the greatest of the 11-year record
at Mooring D, and only similar to March 2011 (Figure 6D), at which time the MYI
concentration at Mooring D was 3-tenths. Compared to the previous ten years of
observations, convergence during winter 2017 reduced the presence of thin ice by 75% and
increased the presence of deep drafts by 64% during March (Table 3). However, as the ice
cover diverged during April 2017 the coverage of open water and thin ice increased to 13%
and the presence of deeper drafts along the right tail declined back to the lowest of the 11year record (Figure 6E). Deeper drafts returned to 12% of observations during May and
June (Figure 6A; Table 3) as the anticyclonic gyre advected thicker deformed ice that had
formed in the eastern Beaufort during the reversal and remained in the eastern Beaufort
(Figure 1) over the mooring months later.
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Figure 6: Cumulative ice draft distributions from Mooring D of the BGEP array
(location Figure 5). A) Monthly cumulative distributions from September 2016 to
August 2017 with the cumulative fraction of observations >= 2.5 m represented by the
dot on the right side. B – E) Cumulative distributions for January, February, March and
April from 2007 – 2017, with 2017 in red and other years of interest coloured. Squares
at the top of the B - E denote monthly modal roughnesses from each year (2007-2017).

Historic
mean

2016-17

Table 3: Monthly modal and mean drafts, and the fraction of drafts < 0.5 m and > 2.5 m
at Mooring D from November to June during 2016-2017 and the historical means from
2007-2016. OW indicates Open Water was the modal observation.
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Mode
0.35
0.55
0.75
0.95
1.15
1.25
1.45
OW
Mean
0.40
0.72
0.89
1.15
1.71
1.41
1.72
1.57
< 0.5 m
83%
25%
18%
7%
2%
13%
9%
23%
> 2.5 m
1%
2%
4%
6%
18%
9%
12%
12%
Mode
Mean
< 0.5 m
> 2.5 m

0.55
1.02
48%
9%

0.65
1.15
18%
9%

0.95
1.36
10%
10%

1.25
1.48
7%
9%
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1.45
1.66
7%
11%

1.65
1.89
8%
16%

1.65
1.99
12%
20%

1.00
1.83
15%
17%
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Airborne observations conducted during mid-March 2017 in the midst of the
reversal confirm the spatial pattern in surface roughness observed by CryoSat-2 and
provide added detail (Figure 7). The ice cover beyond the landfast ice along the west coast
of Banks Island and the southern Beaufort Sea, just north of the Mackenzie Delta, was
particularly rough (Figure 7A). Typically the coastal flaw lead system leads to a younger,
thinner and therefore smoother ice cover in these areas (Melling & Riedel, 1996), however
convergent ice drift prevented the flaw lead from opening during the reversal and instead
created a deformed ice cover in its place (Figure 7A). Breaking down the aerial observations
of surface roughness into four sub-regions, it is clear that roughness distributions from the
Western and Central Beaufort, with respective modes of 5 and 6 cm, and means of 9 and 11
cm, were fairly typical of FYI roughness distributions in the Western Arctic (Petty, et al.,
2016). Conversely, convergence against the landfast ice in the Eastern and Southern
Beaufort created much rougher ice, with respective modes of 6.5 and 9 cm, means of 19 and
16 cm, and approximately 50% of the observations having a surface rougher than 15 cm,
compared to only 10% in the Western and Central Beaufort (Figure 7B).
For historic context, the survey route west of Banks Island has been flown four

times since 2014, and 2017 was by far the roughest of those four years with a mean
approximately twice that of previous years (2017: 20.75 cm; 2014: 6.95 cm; 2015: 12.45
cm; 2018: 11.80 cm) and a much broader distribution compared to pronounced unimodal
distributions over smooth surfaces during other years (Figure 7C). This route covers a
dynamic area that is close to the flaw lead that forms between the landfast ice edge along
western Banks Island and the eastern edge of the MYI tongue that enters the Beaufort
(Figure 5). During winter 2016-2017 MYI was confined to the northeastern Beaufort Sea,
with MYI concentrations >= 5-tenths present in a narrow band compressed against the
northwestern coast of Banks Island. The 2017 survey off the west coast of Banks Island
crossed this area of 5-tenths MYI, which may have contributed to the patch of rough ice
offshore of northwestern Banks Island. However, the patch of rough ice offshore of
southwestern Banks Island was solely FYI that had been deformed during the reversal.
Overall, observations of surface roughness from Operation IceBridge flights in mid-March
2017 confirm that convergent ice drift against the landfast ice cover of the Southern and
Eastern Beaufort during the 2017 reversal created an ice cover that was anomalously
rough, particularly for FYI.
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Figure 7: A) Ice Roughness from Operation IceBridge surveys over the Beaufort Sea
during mid-March, 2017. The Beaufort region has been divided into 4-sub regions;
Western, Central, Eastern and Southern. The MYI edge (red line) and landfast ice edge
(black line) from the March 13, 2017 ice chart are presented. B) PDFs of ice roughness
in the four sub-regions. C) PDFs of the four OIB surveys conducted west of the landfast
ice off the west coast of Banks Island during 2014, 2015, 2017 and 2018 with survey
dates presented as mm/dd.
The heavily deformed ice cover that existed following the reversal was fortuitously

sampled for total ice thickness during two airborne surveys on April 2 and 4, 2017. The two
surveys occurred while the ice cover remained quiescent after the reversal and before the
return of pronounced anticyclonic ice drift in April. Starting from the edge of the landfast ice
cover, the two surveys collectively reveal a unimodal ice thickness distribution with a mode
of 1.45 m and an overall mean of 2.16 m (Figure 8D). Although the mooring and airborne
surveys did not overlap, they show general agreement with modal drafts of 1.25 m and 1.35
m during March and April (Figure 7) corresponding to approximately 90% of the modal
total ice thickness. The mean airborne ice thickness of 2.16 m is 0.15 and 0.33 m greater
than the regional monthly mean ice thickness of 2.01 and 1.83 m during March and April,
respectively, though the airborne surveys were focused in the southeastern Beaufort where
deformation was greatest. Past ice thickness distributions from aerial surveys over the
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water and new ice (< 0.5 m), FYI (1.7 to 2.3 m) and MYI (3.0+ m) (Haas et al., 2010). Similar
to the mooring observations, aerial surveys reveal very little thin ice (< 0.5 m) and a trailing
right tail that, given there was no MYI along the survey routes (Figure 8A), reflect FYI
deformed during the reversal. Cumulative ice thickness distributions from the three
sections of the zonal portion of the eastern survey (A, B and C in Figure 8A) show that the
three distributions were similar up to 1.5 m, but that the presence of thicker ice increased
towards Banks Island, with observations of ice thicker than 2 m increasing from 25% in
section A to 40% in section C (Figure 8B). Given that deformed FYI is known to be undersampled by the EM Bird, these observations provide a conservative estimate of the presence
and thickness of deformed FYI in the Beaufort Sea following the 2017 reversal.

Figure 8: A) Airborne surveys of total ice thickness from April 2 and 4, 2017 with the
MYI edge (red line) and landfast ice edge (black line) from the April 3 ice chart
presented. B) Ice thickness distribution (PDF) from the two surveys (blue bars) and the
cumulative ice thickness distribution (CDF) of the three sections (A, B and C) from the
zonal transect towards Banks Island on April 2.
The fact that the modal total ice thickness was between 0.4 and 0.7 m below historic

FYI modes and that the monthly modal draft from March 2017 was 0.3 m thinner than the
modal draft from the prior decade indicates that the seasonal ice cover of winter 2017 was
inherently thin and would have made for an anomalously thin ice cover by the end of winter
2017. However, dynamic thickening as a result of convergent ice drift during the 2017
reversal limited the presence of thin ice, redistributed seasonal ice into thicker ridges and
rubble fields and made for an overall thicker and rougher ice cover with the greatest end of
winter ice volume over the CryoSat-2 record. This seemingly prepared the 2017 ice cover to
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summer.

3.4 Sea ice breakup and melt following the reversal
Following the 2017 reversal, the Beaufort High re-established itself during April,

restoring anticyclonic circulation (Figure 1). In spite of concurrent western and northern
export during early-April and overall anomalously high western export during April (Figure
1), a complete ice cover was maintained through new ice formation (Figure 2) until the
regional ice cover broke up on May 7, 2017 (vertical dashed line Figure 9). This was one
week earlier than the long-term regional mean (black line Figure 9A), and at a similar time
to years of previous sea ice minima (1998, 2008 and 2012; Figure 9A). The regional sea ice
area declined quickly during May and June, and while northern import caused sea ice area
to plateau during July (seen as a slight increase in the ice charts in Figure 2), eventually the
ice cover fell to its fourth lowest September sea ice area since observations began in 1984
and was near previous minima of 1998 and 2008 (Figure 9A; Figure 2). During the melt
season from breakup on May 7 to mid-September the net ice export was -54,500 km2, which

means that 380,600 km2 of sea ice melted locally during this time (Figure 9C). This is the
second highest ice area to melt within the Beaufort during summer over the 40-year
satellite record, after only 2016, and is 26% greater than the 1998 – 2016 mean of 301,050
km2 (Babb et al., 2019). However, in contrast to the ice cover of 2016, which was
conditioned towards a younger, thinner ice cover by the end of winter, the ice cover at the
end of winter 2017 was predominantly thick, deformed ice and therefore conditioned to
withstand summer melt. Furthermore, September sea ice area during 2017 was similar to
the minima of 1998 and 2008, both of which were preconditioned towards thinner ice
during the prior winter (Hutchings & Perovich, 2015; Maslanik et al., 1999; Perovich et al.,
2011). Ice melt in the Beaufort during summer 2017 was apparently large enough to leave
the region ice-free once again, but northern import during June and July (Figure 9B)
advected MYI into the Beaufort (Figure 2), halting regional ice loss (Figure 9A) and forming
a MYI tongue that persisted through summer in the Eastern Beaufort Sea (ice chart – not
shown). Ultimately, conditioning towards a thick, deformed seasonal ice cover during the
winter 2017 reversal did not limit summer ice loss.
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Figure 9: The seasonal time series from April to September of (a) daily regional sea ice
area (km2) for 2017, the four years of regional sea ice minima, 2013 and the 1979
climatology ± 1 standard deviation (grey shading). (b) Daily net ice flux (km2) across
the north (blue) and west (red) flux gates. (c) Daily sea ice area during 2017 and the
daily cumulative ice transport from the day of regional breakup (regional sea ice
concentration < 95%, 7 May – vertical dashed red line). The vertical dashed black line
in a) denotes the climatological date of breakup. The horizontal dashed line in c)
denotes the regional sea ice area on the day of breakup and is used to determine the
net cumulative ice flux between breakup and mid-September that in turn estimates the
area of ice lost to regional melt.
4. Discussion:
4.1: Connecting winter dynamics to summer thermodynamics.
Recent work in Babb et al., (2019) showed that enhanced ice export and divergence

within the Beaufort Sea during winter 2016 preconditioned the region towards thinner ice
types that promoted earlier breakup and rapid ice loss during summer. Conversely the 2017
reversal caused anomalous ice import and substantial dynamic thickening through
convergence during winter, creating an ice cover that during March 2017 was nearly 1 m
thicker than the ice cover of March 2016 (Figure 4). In comparison to spring 2016, the
icescape at the start of April 2017 should therefore have been much more resilient to
summer melt. However, ice melted rapidly during both summers and while the Beaufort
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as the Beaufort fell to its fourth lowest regional sea ice concentration.
The idea that a reversal of the Beaufort Gyre during winter may condition the region

for reduced summer ice melt is based on the recovery of the Beaufort ice cover during
September 2013 following a short reversal of the gyre in April 2013 (Figure 2C). Similar to
the 2017 reversal, the 2013 reversal increased regional ice thickness through convergent
eastward ice drift (Figure 4). Interestingly the April 2013 reversal followed a pronounced
export event during March 2013 (Figure 1C; Beitsch et al., 2014) that, similar to winter
2016, conditioned the Beaufort towards younger thinner ice types (Figure 6D) and
therefore a thinner regional ice cover (Figure 4; Babb et al., 2019). However, the reversal of
April 2013 countered this earlier conditioning and instead of a thin ice cover entering the
melt season, created a thick, deformed, and consolidated ice cover (Figure 6E) that delayed
breakup (Figure 9A) and limited summer ice melt (Figure 2C; Babb et al., 2019). The fact
that a thin end-of-winter ice cover in 2016 completely melted during summer, contrasted
by the recovery of summer sea ice following a late-winter reversal in 2013 provokes the
idea that reversals of the Beaufort Gyre during winter reduce summer ice loss in the
Beaufort Sea. Yet, this was not the case following the prolonged 2017 reversal.
With the return of the Beaufort Gyre in April 2017 the ice cover of the Beaufort Sea

was significantly altered from a consolidated, deformed ice pack in late-March/early-April
when the airborne surveys were flown, to a fractured divergent ice cover. The presence of
new and thin ice types increased from 1-2% in March to >10% in April and early May
(Figure 2), as new ice formation offset ice export and maintained a complete ice cover until
May 7 when the ice cover broke up (Figure 9). From April 1 to May 7, 140,000 km2 of the

deformed ice cover was exported westward into the Chukchi Sea and only 20,000 km2 was

imported from the north for a net export of 120,000 km2 (Figure 1; Figure 9B). This means

that approximately 25% of the ice cover that had undergone the reversal had been exported
out of the region and replaced by primarily new ice and open water. The remaining 75% of
the deformed ice diverged, reducing internal stress within the ice pack, thereby facilitating
the relaxation or disintegration of ridges formed during the reversal. This process of ridge
disintegration has been observed in previous studies of dynamic ice regimes in the Central
Arctic Ocean and Fram Strait (e.g. Davis & Wadhams, 1995; Hansen et al., 2013; Steer et al.,
2008) and is known to occur more easily in seasonal ice ridges that are less consolidated
than ridges in older ice floes (Hansen et al., 2013). The apparent disintegration of ridged
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the distribution dropped from an 11-year high in March to an 11-year low during April
(Figure 6). Without such a strong presence of heavily deformed ice along the right tail of the
ice draft distribution, the Beaufort ice cover returned to its relatively thin state that was
evident from thin modal ice drafts throughout winter 2016-2017 (Figure 6) and a thin
modal total ice thickness (Figure 8). Additionally there was a considerable drop in regional
ice thickness during April 2017 (Figure 4). Following the reversal of April 2013, the deep
draft tail of the distribution did not rapidly drop or ‘relax’ in this way (Figure 6) and mean
thickness did not decline (Figure 4) because the ice cover remained consolidated. Hence,
whilst net ice export following breakup on May 7 only contributed to the loss of 15% of the
regional ice cover during summer 2017 (Figure 9C), ice export and divergence during the
month prior to breakup undid a majority of the conditioning from the 2017 reversal,
opposite to what had occurred in 2013. This dramatically altered the ice cover and once
again promoted early breakup and rapid summer ice loss in a similar fashion to 2016.
It is clear from the comparison of 2013, 2016 and 2017 that winter dynamics can

condition the ice cover for enhanced melt (e.g. 2016), or that conditioning towards either
thinner (e.g. 2013) or thicker (e.g. 2017) ice may be quickly undone by dynamics during
early spring. Convergence of the ice pack during the April 2013 reversal negated the
conditioning towards younger thinner ice that occurred as a result of divergent drift during
March 2013, and delayed breakup. In contrast, divergence of the ice pack during April 2017
negated conditioning towards a deformed ice cover during the 2017 reversal and promoted
earlier breakup of the ice cover. Ice dynamics during April within the Beaufort Sea are
highly variable. Over the 8-years of the CryoSat-2 record examined here, the regional ice
cover grew substantially thicker during three years (2011, 2012 and 2013), it slightly
thickened twice (2014 and 2016) and it thinned three times (2015, 2017, 2018). These
changes affect the state of the ice cover just prior to the melt season and contribute to the
timing of breakup, which is dictated by dynamic forcing (Steele et al., 2015). The timing of
breakup exerts a substantial influence on the melt season as it determines when solar
heating of the upper ocean can begin to drive the ice albedo feedback loop, which amplifies
bottom and lateral melt of the ice cover (Babb et al., 2016; Perovich et al., 2008, 2011). Due
to its role in driving sea ice melt, the beginning of the ice-albedo feedback creates a barrier
to accurate seasonal sea ice predictions around the Arctic, specifically in the Beaufort
(Bonan et al., 2019; Bushuk et al., 2020). Hence, getting a better understanding of how
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the capability of seasonal ice predictions.
Beyond the timing of breakup and the ice-albedo feedback, atmospheric conditions

also contribute to the evolution of the ice cover through the melt season by not only
affecting surface melt but also dictating how compact the ice cover remains. During summer
2013 a weak SLP gradient over the Beaufort Sea maintained a consolidated ice cover and
limited the ice-albedo feedback (Kwok, 2015), while negative air temperature anomalies
(Figure 10A) reduced surface melt (Kwok et al., 2018). Conversely, a pronounced SLP
gradient over the Beaufort Sea during summers 2016 and 2017 drove westward motion
that diverged the ice pack and fostered an accelerated ice albedo feedback, while positive
air temperature anomalies (Figure 10) likely increased surface melt and amplified ice loss.
Ultimately winter conditioning is only able to carry through the melt season with
complimentary summer conditions, if both of these conditions occur, as they did in the
Beaufort during 2013, summer ice melt can be limited and the ice cover can recover. But
with only one of these factors at play (e.g. 2017) then there may be no recovery and ice loss
may only be tempered by summer ice import, specifically the import of MYI.

Figure 10: Mean SLP fields and 2 m air temperature anomalies over the Beaufort from
May 1 to August 31 in A) 2013, B) 2016 and C) 2017. Anomalies are relative to a 19792008 30-year climatology.
The idea that a thick, deformed seasonal ice cover created in winter can essentially

be undone with no lasting effect into the melt season has implications for the broader
Arctic, which is increasingly covered by seasonal ice types (Kwok et al., 2013) and will likely
transition to a complete seasonal ice cover following the projected occurrence of an ice-free
summer before 2050 (SIMIP, 2020). The transition towards a seasonal ice cover makes the
Arctic ice pack inherently more mobile and dynamic (Kwok et al., 2013; Rampal et al.,
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motion that may increase the resiliency of an inherently thinner seasonal ice cover entering
the melt season. However, as our study has shown, conditioning towards a dynamically
thick seasonal ice cover can quickly be undone through divergent ice drift that fractures the
ice cover and allows seasonal ridges to relax or disintegrate. The inherent fact that
deformed FYI is less consolidated than MYI floes, which have been deformed over several
years and undergone freeze-thaw cycles, makes deformed FYI more likely to disintegrate
and therefore less resilient to summer melt. It appears that reduced melt of a seasonal ice
cover may only occur with complimentary convergent conditions that deform the ice cover
during winter and subsequently maintain a consolidated ice cover through summer.

4.2: The impact of the reversal on the distribution of MYI
One of the principal roles of the Beaufort Gyre is to circulate MYI from the High

Arctic through the southern marginal seas of the Western Arctic. Historically, MYI would
typically be advected through the Beaufort, Chukchi and East Siberian Seas before either
recirculating within the gyre or entering the Transpolar Drift Stream and being advected
towards Fram Strait. However, increasing summer ice melt over the past two decades has
increased MYI melt in the Beaufort Sea (Babb et al., 2016; Kwok & Cunningham, 2010; J. C.
Stroeve et al., 2011) and essentially severed the transport of MYI through the gyre beyond
the Beaufort Sea (Maslanik et al., 2011). As a result, the Chukchi and East Siberian Seas have
become exclusively seasonal ice zones (Maslanik et al., 2011). However, within the Beaufort,
MYI has been replenished every winter via the gyre. Even after years of extreme ice loss like
2012 the regional MYI area has recovered (Figure 2B). That is until 2016-2017 when the
regional MYI area remained at an observed minimum throughout the year and made for a
predominantly seasonal ice cover in the Beaufort Sea (Figure 2) and throughout the
western Arctic (Figure 11A).
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Figure 11: Ice age during the first week of April and the mean field of ice motion from
January to March for A) 2017 and b) 2007-2016. Note that in B) ice motion is the
mean while ice age is the median. For clarity ice age has been smoothed with a 3x3
sliding mean.
The lack of MYI replenishment within the Beaufort during fall 2016 can be ascribed

to the northward retreat of the MYI edge during summer 2016, which limited the
availability of MYI to be imported into the Beaufort under typical anticyclonic conditions
during November and December 2016 (Figure 1). However, the continued lack of MYI
replenishment through winter 2017 was due to the reversal of the Beaufort Gyre, which
considerably altered the pan-Arctic pattern of sea ice motion (Figure 11). As opposed to a
pronounced anticyclonic pattern of ice motion through the western Arctic, the reversal
made for a more pronounced Transpolar Drift Stream that was drawn further into the
western Arctic than usual (Figure 11A). This caused sea ice to converge against the
southern end of the western flank of the CAA (Banks and Prince Patrick Islands), thereby
limiting MYI transport along the CAA into the Beaufort Sea. North of the Beaufort,
anomalously high northeastward ice motion along the CAA drove MYI away from the
Beaufort Sea towards Fram Strait. Typically, the MYI cover along the CAA is quiescent as the
confluence of the Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar Drift Stream converge the ice cover against
the CAA, but with this area of convergence dislocated into the Beaufort the MYI cover in this
area was much more mobile. By forcing MYI away from the Beaufort Sea the reversal not
only halted MYI import during winter, but also limited MYI import through summer 2017
(Figure 2), as only a narrow band of MYI remained upstream of the Beaufort once the gyre
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re-established during April (Figure 1; Figure 11). By limiting MYI transport out of the
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central Arctic into the Beaufort Sea, the 2017 reversal actually offered the potential to limit
MYI melt in the western Arctic during summer 2017 and store MYI in the central Arctic.
However, by dislocating MYI towards Fram Strait and altering the source region of ice
exported through Fram Strait (e.g. Kwok, 2004) the reversal facilitated an increase in MYI
export through Fram Strait during March and April 2017 (Ricker et al., 2018) and likely
beyond April into summer 2017. MYI export through Fram Strait negated any potential
storage of MYI in the central Arctic through summer 2017 as the reversal simply flipped the
area of MYI loss from the western Arctic to the East Greenland Sea. Additionally, the loss of
MYI through Fram Strait was only slightly offset by the ageing of thick FYI into MYI in the
western Arctic (Figure 2), meaning that overall the pan-Arctic coverage of MYI further
declined during 2017.
The impact of the 2017 reversal on the distribution of MYI highlights the precarious

nature of the remaining MYI in the central Arctic which is becoming increasingly mobile and
can either be: i) advected into the Beaufort Sea where a majority, if not all, will now melt
during the subsequent summer (Babb et al., 2016, 2019; Kwok & Cunningham, 2010;
Maslanik et al., 2011; J. C. Stroeve et al., 2011), ii) exported through Fram Strait into the
North Atlantic where it melts (Hansen et al., 2013; Kwok, 2009), iii) exported through the
increasingly mobile Nares Strait into Baffin Bay (Kwok et al., 2010; Moore & McNeil, 2018;
Ryan & Münchow, 2017) where it may be transported great distances (Barber et al., 2018)
but does eventually melt out in the Labrador Sea or Baffin Bay, or iv) exported into the
increasingly mobile CAA where it may persist for several years as it gradually migrates
through the region (Howell & Brady, 2019; Howell et al., 2013) towards the Northwest
Passage (Haas & Howell, 2015).
The loss of MYI in the Arctic Ocean remains one of the key climate-induced changes

of the northern polar environment, and due to its location within the Beaufort Gyre the
Beaufort Sea is a critical area for MYI. Whereas once the Beaufort acted as the ‘safest’ haven
for MYI exiting the Central Arctic, providing a route for floes to circulate within the ocean
for many years, several studies have shown that it is now increasingly unlikely this ice can
even last one summer transiting the Beaufort Sea. Additionally, negative trends in summer
sea ice area and the occurrence of two ice-free Septembers in recent years has reduced the
amount of FYI that persists through summer and is available to ‘age’ into MYI come fall
freeze-up. Within this work we have shown that winter conditioning towards heavily
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deformed FYI only slightly increased the amount of FYI that persisted through summer
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2017 relative to the last two decades (Figure 2C), and that only under complimentary
atmospheric conditions that maintain a compact ice cover and thereby limit the ice albedo
feedback, is deformed FYI able to persist through summer (e.g. 2013; Figure 2C) and
develop into MYI.

4.3 Reversals in a changing Arctic
Clearly, reversals exert a significant impact on the state of the Arctic ice cover by

altering the pan-Arctic fields of sea ice motion which in turn influences where sea ice
convergence takes place and the source area of sea ice exported through Fram Strait. The
decline in the Arctic ice cover has already expanded the occurrence of reversals from
summer to year-round (Asplin et al., 2009; Lukovich & Barber, 2006), and has amplified the
magnitude and duration of these reversals (Moore et al., 2018). Furthermore, the decline in
the Arctic ice cover has made for a more mobile ice cover that is increasingly responsive to
this anomalous atmospheric forcing, and more easily deformed by the convergence that
occurs during reversals as ice is advected eastward against the CAA. With sea ice loss
projected to persist and even amplify through the 21st century, it has been suggested that
reversals may become more common in the coming years (Moore et al., 2018). Which begs
the question, how will more frequent and prolonged reversals affect the increasingly
seasonal ice cover of the Arctic Ocean?
Several studies have projected a decrease in SLP over the western Arctic (Labe et al.,

2018) and an associated weakening of the Beaufort High through the 21st century (Casas-

Prat & Wang, 2020), making the Beaufort High more prone to collapse as it did during
winter 2017. In particular, the collapse of the Beaufort High during winter 2017 was the
result of cyclonic intrusions from the north Atlantic that occurred due to an anomalously
thin ice cover in the Barents Sea during Fall 2016 (Moore et al., 2018). Given that ice extent
in the Barents Sea has already declined significantly and the area is projected to be ice-free
year-round by the mid-21st century (Onarheim & Årthun, 2017), it seems the conditions that
facilitated the collapse of the Beaufort High during winter 2017 may occur more frequently
and that a weakened Beaufort High will be susceptible to collapse more easily. Furthermore,
the continued transition towards a seasonal ice cover in the Beaufort Sea, which is
inherently thinner and more mobile, will be more responsive and malleable to these
reversals than the thicker MYI cover that historically covered the Arctic Ocean. With a
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weaker ice cover enabling stronger feedbacks between ocean, ice and atmosphere, it is
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more likely the Beaufort High will collapse, as we saw in 2017, under conditions that in an
Arctic Ocean dominated by MYI may once have resisted such collapse.
The occurrence of more frequent and prolonged reversals of the Beaufort Gyre

would have a considerable impact on the ice mass balance and freshwater content of the
Arctic Ocean, which would trickle down to affect various other physical, biological and
chemical processes in the Arctic Ocean. In terms of the ice mass balance, reversals promote
deformation of the ice cover and limit the presence of biologically active coastal flaw leads
in the western Arctic. Conversely, north of the Beaufort Sea, the 2017 reversal displaced
MYI out of the central Arctic and increased MYI export through Fram Strait. More frequent
reversals in the coming years may allow the remaining MYI to be more easily flushed out of
the Arctic, expediting the transition towards a seasonal pan-Arctic ice cover. Although MYI
loss through Fram Strait may be partially offset if deformed FYI in the Beaufort is able to
persist through summer and age into MYI, which is what happened in 2013 (Figure 2c).
Beyond the ice cover, reversals facilitate the release of freshwater from the reservoir that
accumulates within the gyre under typical anticyclonic circulation (Giles et al., 2012;
Manucharyan & Spall, 2016). Freshwater within the gyre is of particular interest because it
not only impacts biogeochemical processes in the western Arctic (Carmack et al., 2016), but
also presents a potential risk to downstream areas such as regions of deep-water formation
in the North Atlantic that could be inundated with freshwater if the gyre were to weaken or
reverse (Aagaard & Carmack, 1989; Manucharyan & Spall, 2016). In particular, the Great
Salinity Anomaly in the North Atlantic during the late-1960’s and early-1970’s has been
connected to the release of freshwater from the Arctic Ocean (Dickson et al., 1988; Giles et
al., 2012). Although the impact of the 2017 reversal on the freshwater balance of the
Beaufort Gyre has yet to be examined and was not discussed in a recent inventory of
freshwater in the Gyre (Proshutinsky et al., 2019), it, as highlighted by Petty (2018),
remains an area for future research.

5. Conclusions:
The collapse of the Beaufort High during winter 2017 caused the typically

anticyclonic Beaufort Gyre to undergo its most prolonged reversal within the observational
record (since 1978). The reversal altered the pan-Arctic fields of ice motion and thereby
impacted sea ice dynamics, MYI transport and ultimately the state of the ice cover prior to
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the 2017 melt season. As opposed to the typical anticyclonic pattern of ice motion through
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the western Arctic, sea ice was advected eastward against the western edge of the CAA,
causing ice to converge against Banks Island and limiting MYI import into the Beaufort Sea.
Following ice-free conditions during the previous summer, a predominantly seasonal ice
cover formed through Fall 2016, creating an anomalously thin (-9%) and smooth (-11%) ice
cover. Anomalous eastward ice motion during the reversal increased ice import during
February and March, and caused the ice cover to converge against the landfast ice in the
Beaufort Sea. Convergent ice drift limited the formation of leads and redistributed areas of
thin ice into ridges; it precluded coastal flaw leads from opening and dramatically increased
the presence of thicker deformed ice. Ultimately the reversal flipped the ice cover from
anomalously thin and smooth conditions in December, to anomalously thick (+26%) and
rough (+99%) conditions at the end of March by increasing dynamic ice growth at a time of
year when dynamic ice growth is typically subdued. Following the reversal the Beaufort Sea
was covered by a consolidated, deformed, thick ice cover that was theoretically conditioned
to limit summer melt. However, The Beaufort Gyre returned in April, driving anomalously
high western ice export and divergent ice drift in the Beaufort Sea that opened up the ice
cover. New ice formed in opening leads, the coastal flaw leads opened and ridges formed
during the reversal disintegrated. By the time the regional ice cover broke-up on May 7,
25% of the ice cover that underwent the reversal had been exported and the remaining
75% had diverged, reducing the volume of deformed ice and partially returning the ice
cover to its fundamentally thin ice state that existed prior to the reversal. Divergence
caused the ice cover to breakup 2-weeks prior to the climatological mean, which initiated
the ice albedo feedback, while divergent atmospheric forcing during the melt season
amplified the ice albedo feedback. Positive summer air temperature anomalies also
amplified ice melt, leading to the second highest regional ice melt of the satellite record and
fourth lowest regional September sea ice concentration. Ice melt was strong enough to raise
the possibility of another ice-free September in the Beaufort, but MYI import during June
and July provided a temporary pause in regional ice loss and formed a MYI tongue that
persisted through summer in the eastern Beaufort Sea.
The 2017 reversal of the Beaufort Gyre dynamically consolidated the seasonal ice

cover of the Beaufort Sea into the highest end of winter ice volume of the CryoSat-2 record
which might reasonably have been expected to limit summer melt. This expectation was
based on the recovery of the ice cover in 2013, which followed a short reversal in April that
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thickened the ice cover through convergent ice drift. However, following the 2013 reversal,
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the ice pack remained consolidated and never ‘relaxed’, whereas during 2017 the
pronounced export and divergence during April 2017 significantly altered the ice cover.
This delayed breakup during spring 2013 and the onset of the ice albedo feedback, whereas
in 2017 ice export facilitated an early breakup and initiated the ice albedo feedback much
earlier in the year. Because the 2017 reversal did not facilitate a recovery of the Beaufort ice
cover, it emphasizes that summer ice melt can only be limited when convergent conditions
during winter are complimented by convergent and stable atmospheric conditions during
summer. Our analysis of the Beaufort Sea case studies in 2013, 2016 and 2017 strongly
support the theory of Bushuk et al., (2020) that synoptically-driven ice mass convergence
and negative ice growth feedbacks limit seasonal predictions of summer ice area. The
increasingly seasonal ice cover of the Beaufort is becoming more sensitive to synoptic
events, such as the 2017 reversal, that decouple winter preconditioning from summer ice
melt. As the Arctic continues to change in response to a declining ice cover reversals are
projected to occur more frequently, which will impact the state of the Arctic ice cover and
have implications for the resiliency of the ice cover to summer melt.
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